**Drive Shaft**

LINE EXTENSION

100% new drive shaft assembled in the USA
• Made to the original equipment dimensions for dependable fit and performance
• Ready to install and arrives pre-balanced to make installation quick and simple

FAIL MODE & SIGN:
• Driveline vibration, noise, vehicle fails to move under its own power

**Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) Sensors**

LINE EXTENSION | OVER 10 SKUS AVAILABLE

Direct replacement NOx sensor matches the function and performance of the original sensor on specified vehicles
• Properly repairs nitrogen oxide detection to comply with emissions regulations

FAIL MODE & SIGN:
• Original sensor fails due to debris and contamination, resulting in illumination of the check engine light and vehicle going into engine derate

**Vehicle-Mounted Work Light**

LINE EXTENSION

Direct replacement matches the fit and function of the original equipment light unit
• Precision-engineered to match the design and dimensions of original components
• Manufactured to strict standards using sturdy, safe materials

FAIL MODE & SIGN:
• Cracked housing or non-functioning light

**Bumper Ends**

LINE EXTENSION | OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE

Direct replacement matches the fit and appearance of the original bumper end for a cohesive repair
• Durable construction is made from quality materials for a reliable repair

FAIL MODE & SIGN:
• Collision damage, rusts and cracks over time

**Engine Valve Cover Gasket**

LINE EXTENSION

Made of durable materials to provide a long-lasting seal under extreme underhood conditions
• Direct replacement matches the fit and function of the original equipment gasket

FAIL MODE & SIGN:
• Original rubber material rots and breaks down over time, resulting in oil leaks

**Timing Cover**

LINE EXTENSION

Direct replacement matches the fit and function of the original equipment cover
• Designed to withstand extreme underhood temperatures for a long service life

FAIL MODE & SIGN:
• Oil and coolant leaks, low oil pressure, cracks, warpage and corrosion

Get vehicle applications and technical details at dormanproducts.com